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The changes in the world of research are influencing researcher needs.

Information is increasingly accessible: from articles, blogs or research and experimental data.  Researchers need help 

determining what information is relevant and can help them to achieve their goals. 
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What do researchers need?
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What is                                    ? 

Mendeley is a free research workflow tool and academic social network that enables and 

empowers researchers to organize their references, connect and inspire each other, store 

and share their data and find new career opportunities. 

Reference Management
Read, organize and cite all of your research from one library.

Research network
Promote your work. Connect and collaborate with millions of researches 

worldwide.

Datasets
Store, share and cite datasets with one secure online repository.

Careers
Search for science and technology jobs in institutions worldwide.

Funding
Find funding opportunities from over 2,000 organizations across the 

globe
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How to use                                    ?

Create your FREE account → either use your personal e-mail or your ScienceDirect/Scopus 

account!
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Why use                                  ? 

01
Create your own library, make citation and bibliography only in 1 second → Journals 
require different reference styles, use Mendeley to minimize mistakes and increase your 
chances to acceptance!

Mendeley has 8000+ different reference styles, easily convert to styles stated in Guide for 
Authors!
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Why use                                  ? 

HOW TO ADD DOCUMENTS TO YOUR OWN LIBRARY?

▪ Add documents from your own computer

▪ Export documents from ScienceDirect and Scopus

▪ Import your library from Endnote, BibTex, RefWorks

▪ Add manual entry – if online copy is not available

▪ Use Mendeley Web Importer to export documents in Google Scholar, PubMed etc

Use Add Button in Mendeley to add documents
Use Export / Save to Mendeley links in ScienceDirect and Scopus
Use Files- Import button to import your Endnote Library
Install Mendeley Web Importer Plug In from Tools menu!
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Why use                                  ? 

HOW TO DO CITATIONS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY?

▪ Go to Tools and Select Install MS World Plug In
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Why use                                  ? 

HOW TO DO CITATIONS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY?
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Why use                                  ? 

Type the name of the journal and convert to style to the one it requires
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Why use                                  ? 

02
Read the articles from both Mendeley Web and Mendeley Application – take notes 
and highlight the important parts!
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Why use                                  ? 

03

Create your researcher profile :

▪ Showcase yourself and your research to 10+ million Mendeley user researcher worldwide

▪ Can link Scopus ID or ORCID as well
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Why use                                  ? 

03
Create your researcher profile :

▪ Track your performance through metrics
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Why use                                  ? 

03
Create your researcher profile :

▪ Check your readers, in which country your papers are read more? From which discipline? 
From which academic status? Which other documents they are reading at the same time?
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Why use                                  ? 

03
Create your researcher profile :

▪ Check your readers, in which country your papers are read more? From which discipline? 
From which academic status? Which other documents they are reading at the same time?
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Why use                                  ? 

03
Create your researcher profile :

▪ Get connected with your colleagues / peers all around the world and expand your network 
→ find collaborators, increase your visibility and metrics
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Why use                                  ? 

03
Follow your networks activity in your feed and post things:

▪ Expand your library, know about related conferences, promote your own article
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Why use                                  ? 

04
Join relevant Groups or create your own Group

▪ Expand your network, join discussions, increase your visibility
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Why use                                  ? 

05
Use Suggest feature to get more relevant / recommended content and People
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Why use                                  ? 

06
Use Datasets to find figures, images, tables, graphs, videos among 10 million + 
datasets from different open research data repositories

▪ Use them to enrich your paper!
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Why use                                  ? 

07
Search based on your interest / research area among papers/ people/ groups

▪ Expand your library and network
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Why use                                  ? 

08
Use Career feature to find future career opportunities worldwide!

▪ Use filters to have accurate results

▪ Apply directly and create alerts
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Why use                                  ? 

08
Use Career feature to find future career opportunities worldwide!

▪ Get career advices
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Why use                                  ? 

09
Find Funding Opportunities worldwide!

▪ Use filters to have accurate results

▪ Apply directly and create alerts
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CONCLUSION

• Writing of an article is a hard work – finding and sorting research, preparing 

references, sourcing feedback.. 

• Get Help from Mendeley!

o Generate citations and bibliography

o Connect with colleagues, securely share papers, notes and 

annotations

o Benefit from social network to identify potential collaborations
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How to reach the resources by yourselves?

• Subscribe Mendeley blog to receive the latest developments and updates:

www.Blog.mendeley.com

• Online resource centre where you will find detailed guides, videos and tutorials that will help you to 
read some of the features of Mendeley in a little bit more detail. 

http://www.resources.mendeley.com

• Visit our Facebook and Telegram Page to get updated    
https://www.facebook.com/ElsevierCentralAsia/ and  https://t.me/ElsevierCentralAsia

http://www.blog.mendeley.com/
http://www.resources.mendeley.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ElsevierCentralAsia/
https://t.me/ElsevierCentralAsia


Thank you!


